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Empowering our Customers
As a customer-centric and innovation-driven
airline, Vistara has been setting new standards and
raising the bar higher. We keep looking at ways to
continuously improvise our products and services
in order to enhance the flying experience of our
customers. On International Women’s Day, we
introduced PadsOnBoard, a thoughtful initiative
of providing high-quality biodegradable sanitary
pads onboard to our women travellers ensuring a
comfortable and stress-free journey. Owing to such
innovative initiatives, Vistara was adjudged ‘Best
Airline–India’ by the globally recognised Pacific Area
Travel Writers Association (PATWA) at ITB Berlin
last month.

tea gardens, there is more to this tranquil town than
just its tea estates, where beauty, peace and a pinch
of history come together on pages 48-52.
World over, April 23 is recognised as World Book
Day and our literary theme this month takes readers
on a tour of destinations inspired by books. If you
love books, Story Frames on pages 64-76 is a
compilation of the best-known and most spectacular
libraries around the world. Home to some of the
most famous and genius writers, Paris, has been a
hotbed of social, intellectual, artistic and cultural
experiments over the years. Acquaint yourself
with the reading culture of this beautiful city on
pages 56-62.

To bring ‘the new feeling of flying’ to more business
and leisure travellers across the country, we are
commencing the summer schedule with the addition
of Raipur and Dibrugarh to our existing network.
This is one more step towards ensuring that
customers continue to have enhanced connectivity
across the length and breadth of the country.

In our magazine, we also help uncover some of the
best kept secrets that inhabit the dreamy islands in
the Andamans. As you venture inland, Baratang Island
envelops one in the dense forest cover accompanied
by its diverse flora and fauna on pages 22-28.
As always, we look forward to welcome you on board
and hope to create more such memorable moments
each time you fly with us.

Our cover this month will transport you to the
picturesque landscape of Dibrugarh, with its serene
greenery on one side and the mighty Brahmaputra
on the other. A city most commonly known for its
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THE SOCIAL BUZZ
The ‘new feeling’ has spread its wings in social media and
our followers can’t stop talking about Vistara

Winners of the Vistara Quiz (March 2019 issue)
Answer 1:
Anandi Gopalrao Joshi
Abhimanyu Rao
Arjun Kumar

Answer 2:
Isaac Newton
Naveen Kapoor
Mohit Gupta
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Answer 3:
Alaska Airlines in 1999
Ribha Sharma
Deepali Mehta
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perspective
IN PASSING

POTPOURRI
A collage of happenings from the world of travel, entertainment,
technology and current affairs

This Month, That Year
One of the greatest
books in literature,
The Great Gatsby,
was published in
April 1925. Written
by F Scott Fitzgerald,
an icon of the ‘Lost
Generation’ movement
that captivated the
literary world during
the 1920s, this book
has often been lauded
for its central themes of decadence and social
unrest that highlighted the darker side of the
American dream.

Experience life on Mars in a cave
In an attempt to combine science and tourism, a Spanish company
has created a mock settlement inside a cave in Cantabria with an aim
to replicate the life on Mars. The company plans to send 100 tourists
to the cave, named Astroland. It will be divided into 10 missions with
10 people each. A space station has been created underground with a
Mars backdrop where space tourists can wear polymer suits and sleep
in pressurised cabins. Under challenging conditions, they will also be
performing various day-to-day chores including growing their own food.

In the footsteps of Da Vinci

VISTARA QUIZ
Question 1: Which Indian state has the largest number of operational airports?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Two winners per question will be notified over e-mail.
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Five centuries after Leonardo da Vinci’s death, visitors
can now explore France’s Loire Valley—the castle and
formal French gardens—where he spent his final years.
During his final years in France, Leonardo worked on
several engineering and architectural projects but many
of them were never fully executed. Though visitors to
the Loire Valley’s vineyard-covered landscape can still
see imprints of the artist’s genius 500 years later.

perspective
IN PASSING

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

Avengers: Endgame
Director: Anthony & Joe Russo
Cast: Chris Hemsworth, Chris Evans,
Scarlett Johansson, Mark Ruffalo, Tom
Holland, Paul Rudd, Josh Brolin, Brie
Larson, Robert Downey Jr.
Release Date: April 26, 2019

The universe is in ruins after the
events of Avengers: Infinity War.
Now, along with the remaining
allies, the Avengers assemble again,
to undo the actions of Thanos and
restore order in the universe.

Romeo Akbar Walter

Missing Link

Kalank

Director: Robbie Grewal

Director: Chris Butler

Director: Abhishek Varman

Cast: John Abraham, Jackie

Cast: Zoe Saldana, Hugh

Shroff, Mouni Roy

Jackman, Emma Thompson

Cast: Alia Bhatt, Madhuri Dixit, Sanjay Dutt,

Release Date: April 05, 2019

Release Date: April 12, 2019

Release Date: April 17, 2019

Vistara |
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Varun Dhawan, Sonakshi Sinha

*Release dates are subject to change

BOLLYWOOD / HOLLYWOOD

perspective
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ON MY KINDLE
On the occasion of World Book Day (April 23), Indian writer, publisher and literary
festival director Namita Gokhale talks about her literary inspirations and what she
thinks about the upcoming crop of Indian writers.
From Paro to Finding Radha, most of your
storylines pivot around strong women
characters. Where do you get your
inspiration from?
I grew up in Kumaon surrounded by some
startlingly strong women. The spirit of
these mountain women lives in my heart
and imagination and turns up in my books
with unfailing regularity. For example, in my
last novel Things To Leave Behind, a bossy,
self-willed, eccentric, headstrong, ahead-ofher-time Tillottama completely hijacked the
book and held it hostage. She effortlessly
took over the complex historical narrative
and made it her story. She entered into my
life and consciousness as well, in a way no
character I had written had ever done.

When did you know you wanted to be an
author and what went through your mind
just after your first book was published and
you knew the world would be reading it.
I had actually studied art in school and
was looking to pursue that. I was always

Image credit: Srishti Jha

You have also written a non fiction book
chronicling the Kumaon region of the
Himalayas. Did your childhood spent at
Nainital provide inspiration for those?
Every writer inhabits an imaginary geographical
landscape that they keep revisiting. I guess
mine is the Lake District of Kumaon and the
mountains beyond. A Himalayan Love Story,
The Book of Shadows and Things to Leave
Behind are all a part of my Himalayan Trilogy.
Mountain Echoes, an oral biography that
records the memories of my grandmother and
three great aunts, is an invaluable resource
that documents the Kumaoni way of life. I
have edited two anthologies of travel writing—
Himalaya with Ruskin Bond and The Himalayan
Arc: East of South East, both set around the
tallest and youngest mountain range in the
world. Yes, I love the Himalayas and I love
writing about them!

into mission mode and start forcing children
to ‘read the right books’, then it takes
away the adventure of reading and the joy
of discovery.

an obsessive reader and when I ended up
studying English Literature I had plans to
pursue further studies in etymology. But a
set of bizarre and unexpected events led me
to drop out of academics. I began publishing
a film magazine called Super. It was brilliant
and successful but we had to shut it down
after five years. I had begun writing again
by then and I wrote my first novel Paro:
Dreams of Passion when I was 26 and it was
published internationally when I was 28. It
was a dream debut and all very heady and
exciting. The experience of observing one’s
words and thoughts assuming a distinct and
autonomous identity is deeply exciting for
every writer, every time.
How can we enthuse young children about
reading and writing?
The best way to enthuse young readers is to
just let them be, while making books easily
available and accessible. Human beings
love to share stories and tend to gravitate
naturally towards them. But when parents go
Vistara |
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What is your opinion on the literary circles
of India? Are there any new and promising
authors whose work has impressed you?
India has a unique multilingual literary
culture. With 22 scheduled languages,
and six classical languages, we have an
unparalleled treasure of literary legacies
and some truly impressive contemporary
grassroots writing. The various book festivals
provide a great platform to nurture the talent
of our writers. Also, the renewed interest in
translations is helping make Indian language
writing accessible at home and around the
world. Apart from being the co-founder and
co-director of the Jaipur Literature Festival,
I am also associated with Mountain Echoes,
the iconic Bhutan literature festival. It has
been a transformational experience to
participate in this renaissance in writing and
publishing, which has fostered an intense
book culture and helped nurture a literary
community within South Asia.
Internet has revolutionised the ‘written
word’. What do you think the future holds?
Book lovers still want to touch, feel and
smell books, to appreciate covers and write
on the margins. This is reflected in the fact
that print books have retained their primacy
in the publishing industry. In addition,
online spaces and digital books have made
the process of writing and reading more
accessible and democratic. A good publisher,
whether indie or conglomerate, performs the
immensely crucial task of curating, editing
and positioning books. And the fact remains
that storytellers are still in control of the
narrative! In future also, books will remain,
stories will remain, though the formats and
platforms might change.

perspective
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Fairway Colombo Street
Food Festival
When: Last week of every month
Where: Hospital Street, Colombo
Delve into the vibrant world of aroma and flavours
at Fairway Colombo Food Festival every month.
The festival takes place on Hospital Street from
6pm where visitors can indulge in the sights and
smells of scrumptious food items.

EVENTS OF THE MONTH

Aagaaz: A Group Art
Exhibition

Kasauli Rhythm & Blues
Festival

When: Till May 12, 2019

When: April 06 – 11, 2019

When: April 19 – 20, 2019

Where: Brooklyn Museum, USA

Where: India Habitat Centre, New Delhi

Where: Kasauli, Himachal Pradesh

L.A. Times Festival
of Books

Coachella Valley Music
and Arts Festival

Something in the Water - A Music
and Film Beach Festival

When: April 13 – 14, 2019

When: April 12 – 21, 2019

When: April 26 – 28, 2019

Where: Los Angeles, USA

Where: Colorado Desert, USA

Where: Virginia Beach, USA

Vistara |
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*Events/Happenings dates are subject to change

Appearances Can Be
Deceiving: An Art exhibition

travel
BLEISURE

The Andamans’ best kept secret

Baratang Island
The pristine Andaman and Nicobar Islands set a
dreamy picture for travellers looking to get away
from the city’s hubbub and the beaches here can give
South Europe a run for its money.

Map not to scale

words // Edwina D'souza

Andaman
and Nicobar
Islands

Vistara |
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T

HOW TO GET THERE
Vistara flies twice
daily between Delhi
and Port Blair via
Kolkata and Chennai
respectively.

he capital city of Port
Blair is the gateway to the
Andamans and its many
beautiful islands like
Havelock, Ross and Neil Islands.
And one would be wrong to say
that the Andamans is only about
the sun, sea and sands. Venture
inland and the Andamans surprises
you with its dense rainforests,
mangroves, creeks and some of
the rarest natural wonders unique
to this place. A fitting preview to
that is the Baratang Island in the
Middle Andamans, which is a
haven for nature lovers, birders
and those who seek all things wild.
Photography enthusiasts will have
a field day soaking in sceneries that
look straight out of a documentary.
A full day tour to the Baratang
Island from Port Blair is an
ideal way to explore this
untouched region.

LAND OF THE JARAWAS
One can enter the Baratang
Island via the Grand Trunk
Road, Andamans’ only highway
connecting the south to the north.
It’s a three hour journey until you
reach Jirkatang, which is the check
post to cross the Jarawa tribal
reserve. The Jarawas are one of
the oldest existing human races
in the world, who have shunned
interaction with the outside world.
According to estimates, only about
250 to 300 Jarawas remain and they
still practice hunting and gathering
as means of survival.
The Jarawa tribal reserve is a
protected area by the Government;
hence tourists are only allowed to
enter this region thrice in a day and
always in a convoy at a speed limit
less than 40kmph. Throughout
the 50km stretch, tourists are not
allowed to stop the vehicle or take

Right: Mangrove
trees growing wild
in the shallow
waters near Port
Blair; Below: Statue
of a member of the
Jarawa tribe hunting
with a spear, on
display at the
Samudrika Marine
Museum run by the
Indian Navy.
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any photographs and videos. It’s
an experience one captures with
the eyes and not the lens, as you
see the tribes coexist alongside
modern civilisation in present
day world.

A BOAT RIDE THROUGH CAVES
The limestone caves in the
Andamans are one of the most
prominent attractions in the
Baratang Island. Formed by the
compression of over millions of
years of gradual deposits of marine
life, corals and skeletons; these
limestone caves date back to the
pre-historic age.
A torch would come in handy as
you find your way inside the dark
and eerie caves with a temperature
at least 2 degrees cooler than usual.

MANGROVES TUNNEL
Over 13 per cent of India’s

Insider's view

As dusk approaches, the parrots head back to the island for the night, creating a green canvas that hovers in the air

Vishesh
Khanna,

Vice President –
Sales

“Among the most
beautiful beaches in the
country, Radhanagar
in Havelock Island is a
sight to behold. This
beach is comparatively
less inhabited and is the
perfect place to unplug.
Azure water meets a thick
carpet of pearly white
sand and a sense of calm
pervades the air that you
breathe in. It is the perfect
place for rejuvenation
while enjoying a
mesmerising sunset. As for
adventure enthusiasts, the
beach also offers many
snorkelling and scuba

mangrove forests are in the Andamans
and a sizeable number belongs to
the Baratang Island. On way to the
limestone caves, one rides on a boat
along a creek through a dense mangrove
tunnel that looks like a scene straight out
of Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull. The occasional chirping
of the birds and crickets provides
the appropriate background score
to complete the mental picture. The
journey by boat is great for birding and
one can even spot salt water crocodiles,
idling away along the water’s edge in the
mangroves. These reptiles are known to
thrive in the marshlands and the inlets
near the middle strait jetty at Baratang,
are conducive to them.

MUD VOLCANOES
Not only is the Andamans home to the
only active volcano in India at Barren
Island, but it also has the unique mud
volcanoes. In the Andamans, 11 mud
volcanoes have been reported and eight
of them are in the Baratang Island,

while three are in Diglipur in Northern
Andamans. These mud volcanoes are
remnants of the 2004 tsunami that
rocked most of Asia. The effects of that
natural disaster can be seen till date,
where the earth is letting out trapped
hydrocarbon gases in the form of cold
mud bubbles in periodic pops. The mud
volcanoes at Baratang are 6km from
the jetty, followed by a short hike to
get there.

PARROT ISLAND
A small unpeopled island in Baratang
is home to one of the world’s largest
parrot habitats. Thousands of parakeets
roost here in the evenings and leave the
next morning only to return again in the
evening, trimming and perfectly pruning
the forest during this cycle. The Parrot
Island is an experience in itself, where
these birds fill the sky every evening
making for one of the best sunsets you’ll
ever see. Birding enthusiasts from across
the world often come here to catch a
glimpse of this spectacular marvel.

VISTARA QUIZ
Question 2: Who has written the largest number of books on ornithology, in India?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.

diving opportunities.”

Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Two winners per question will be notified over e-mail.
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EXPLORE THE CITY
The bustling cultural hub has many facets for travellers to explore

Visit Ross Island, a
10min ferry ride from
Port Blair. This relatively
unexplored island used
to be an important hub
for the British. Today, the
mangroves of the island
look gloriously untamed
and wild with hanging
wines, huge roots
and trunks of century
old trees hugging the
cathedrals, graveyards
and administrative
remnants of that era.

Havelock Island, a ferry ride away from
Port Blair, has some of the widest
range of restaurants in the archipelago,
frequented for their exotic menu and
island vibe. Sit under the thatched roof,
feel the refreshing sea breeze envelop
you as you dig into some delectable
finger licking goodies.

The Andamans' Bird Island or Chidiya-tapu is
a mangrove forest eco-park that plays host to
numerous species of birds. Apart from being a
bird watching paradise, this place is also famous
for its picnic spots, trekking trails and glorious
sunset views.

VISIT

EAT

The Anthropological Museum in Port Blair
displays ethnographic exhibits that explain the
lifestyle and history of the various tribes of
the Andamans (like the Jarawas, Sentinelese,
Great Andamanese and Onges) as well as the
Mongloid Tribes of Nicobar (the Nicobarese and
Shompens).
Port Blair is the land of
fresh seafood so head to
any restaurant and opt
for their 'Catch of the
Day' specialities. For the
accompanying sauce,
experiment with the
subtle and diverse flavours
unique to this region. The
seafood dishes here, especially
the curried prawns, are commonly
served with rice. There are many evening
barbecue parties hosted by the beachside
restaurants where freshly caught lobsters are
grilled and served along with a fresh drink.
Aberdeen Bazaar is located in the heart of Port
Blair and is its main cultural hub. All entry and
exit points from Port Blair are best accessed
from this bazaar. From colourful sea treasures to
handcrafted wooden artefacts, this is the place
for best ethnic souvenirs.

SHOP

Vistara |

Pearls, especially those that come from Nicobar,
are a much coveted ornament. You can either
buy them loose and get them embedded in any
jewellery back home or you can choose one
from the really pretty pearl-sea shell combination
neckpieces and bracelets that are available here.
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LUXURY HAS A NEW ADDRESS
Aloft New Delhi, a business hotel that breaks all the rules

L

ooking for the perfect hotel for a
relaxing stay while in the national
capital? Aloft in Aerocity is the
answer. Located conveniently near
the international airport, this hotel
is close enough to the heart of the city but
has none of the traffic hangups. A funky and
vibrant hotel with strong design elements
tailored to suit specific needs, Aloft provides
a great break for travellers who want both
work and play.

A SPLASH OF COLOURS
The hotel is equipped with a picturesque
lobby that provides the property with a
refreshing dash of colour. It is naturally lit
and adorned by artifacts and pieces of art
that have been carefully selected to suit the
brand and its mantra—Different. By Design.
A well-placed item of art can really
transform a space and also act as mood
enhancers and Aloft knows this. The art
grammar and aesthetic here is young
and fun and has been carefully designed
to make the shades and colours of the
interiors pop out even more. The mural
behind the infinity pool on the third floor is
the most acclaimed art that the hotel has.
Designed by renowned artist, Gauri Sharma,
it provides the guests with a beautiful
landscape image to enjoy whilst relaxing.

of options to nourish both the soul and
stomach. From a signature bar lounge
(WXYZ) offering delectable finger food
and live music to an all-day-dining
restaurant (Nook), which features
delectable Indian and international cuisine
to a 24x7 grab-and-go bistro (Re:Fuel)—
there is something for everybody.

CREATIVITY THAT INSPIRES
Aloft is a property where business can
be mixed with pleasure and power point
presentations can turn into fun cocktail
conversations with friends, within the
comfort of the same property, without
ever having to step out. It’s a hotel that
can go from ‘business’ to ‘social’ in a heart
beat, making it a perfect unwind and relax
hotspot for professionals.
A GASTRONOMIC EXTRAVAGANZA
For the foodies, Aloft has a diverse range
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There are amenities for recreation too.
For example, the pool table in the lobby
or the gymnasium is equipped with
state-of-the-art equipment. If you are
not into heavy machines, you can also
try out their yoga studio. There is a room
that is dedicated solely to the health and
rejuvenation of guests, giving them many
different options.
Combine all these features and amenities
with the warm hospitality and cordial
behaviour of the staff and you
will want to come back to this property
time and again.

off shore
SCOTLAND

A City in Words

Edinburgh
The magic of language and words animates the lives of humans.
In Scotland lies a city whose flesh, blood and bones are made of
words – words of poetry, literature, storytelling, theatre, comedy and
conversation. Capital of the proud Scottish nation, Edinburgh has a
lot to say and it welcomes anyone, up for a good chat.
words // Nitin Jain

I

n 2004, Edinburgh was
selected as the world’s first
‘City of Literature’. Today more
than four million people visit
the city annually, many for
the Edinburgh International Book
Festival in August, the world’s
largest public display of affection
for the written word, others to
revel in the city’s breathtaking
literary heritage or to join the
year-round roster of spectacular
events for book lovers. From
vintage bookshops or libraries to
literary pubs or live events, there’s
something for every literature
lover in this sparking city of words.

you not just to the birthplaces
and homes of famous writers and
poets, but also the spots which
inspired and influenced them.

“IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO LIVE
IN EDINBURGH WITHOUT
SENSING ITS LITERARY
HERITAGE EVERYWHERE.”
– J.K. Rowling

On the Potter Trail you can visit
the many locations that inspired
scenes in the books, sip coffee at
the same café where Rowling spent
countless hours dreaming her new
world or spot street names and
graves that ended up as names of
different characters.

One of the best ways to get the full
Edinburgh experience is to explore
this beautiful ancient city on foot.
Put on your walking shoes and join
whip-smart, hilarious guides for
a tour of this town’s literary gems.
Try the Edinburgh Book Lover’s
Tour where Allan Foster introduces

Strolling along the cobblestone
streets, surrounded by Gothic
cathedrals and turreted buildings,
you might get a sneaking
suspicion that you are walking
through the set of a Harry Potter
film. Coincidence? Not quite.
Edinburgh was J.K.Rowling’s home
when she wrote the majority of the
seven Harry Potter books and the
city shares a deep bond with the
wizarding world of Hogwarts.

For a more ‘high-spirited’
experience, the Edinburgh Literary
Pub Tour offers a hilarious duel of
wits between professional actors

This profusion of
eccentricities, this
dream in masonry
and living rock is not
a drop scene in a
theatre, but a city in
the world of reality.
– Robert Louis
Stevenson on Edinburgh

Insider's view

Sushant Bharti,

Cafes on Victoria Street where J.K. Rowling wrote a large chunk of her Harry Potter books

Human Resources

“Kelvingrove Museum
is a beautiful piece of
architecture and must
not be missed. The park
next to it also gives an
opportunity to relax
and spend an afternoon
under the sun. Hosting
a barbeque at the park
(subject to administrative
approval) is a great way
to unwind. At night, head
to Subclub, The Garage,
Sanctuary, Revolution—
some of the craziest clubs
in Glasgow’s city centre.

‘Clart’ and ‘McBrain’, each with their own
particular take on Edinburgh’s literary
heritage. With 300 years of history to
traverse and several drams of beer to wash
it down with, there’s never a dull moment
on this witty and dramatic romp.

“EDINBURGH REMAINS A CITY OF
THE MIND, A WRITER’S CITY.”
– Ian Rankin
If you fancy meeting your favourite
author over delicious food, sparkling
conversation, a good book and the
company of fellow book lovers, then
Edinburgh is just the place for you. The
city’s famous Gliterary Lunches offer
a gourmet three-course lunch and the
opportunity to hear two award-winning
authors talk about their books and
inspirations. Hosted by Apex Hotels and

the Edinburgh City Libraries, Gourmet
Reads offers mouth-watering food and
the chance to hear writers such as Ian
Rankin, Doug Johnstone and Alex Gray.
What more can one possibly ask for?

“WHAT I SAY IS, A TOWN ISN’T A
TOWN WITHOUT A BOOKSTORE.
IT MAY CALL ITSELF A TOWN, BUT
UNLESS IT’S GOT A BOOKSTORE IT
KNOWS IT’S NOT FOOLING
A SOUL.” – Neil Gaiman
You can tell a lot about a city by
the number of bookshops it has.
Bookshops are storehouses of the city’s
memories and stories of its people
and in Edinburgh they are just about
everywhere—perched around street
corners, down little alleyways, among
tourist shops in busy shopping districts

The party goes on till 4am
and the local Doner Kebab
shops are open till the wee
hours to satiate your afterparty hunger pangs.”

With 300 years of history to traverse and several
drams of beer to wash it down with, there’s never a
dull moment on this witty and dramatic romp.
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off shore
SCOTLAND

You can fly to London
with Vistara’s codeshare
partner British Airways,
and interline partners
Emirates, Qatar Airways,
Turkish Airways and
Virgin Atlantic.

Local

INSIGHTS

Explore the Royal Mile that runs
through the heart of Edinburgh’s
Old Town. The maze of streets
here are peppered with colourful
markets selling Scottish trinkets
like bagpipes and swords. Don’t
forget to pay a visit to the statue
of Scottish philosopher David
Hume. Travellers can often be
seen rubbing his toe because of
a popular legend that says this
brings good fortune.

The National Monument of
Scotland on Calton Hill, in
central Edinburgh, is a memorial
dedicated to the memory of
Scottish warriors who died in
the Napoleonic wars. Calton Hill,
with its panoramic views, has
been listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site because of the ruins
of the ancient monuments that can
be seen here.

A Gliterary
Lunch in
Edinburgh
where books,
wine and
conversation
flow freely

and tucked besides souvenir
sellers in the Old Town. They are
big, small, quirky and eccentric,
selling vintage as well as modern
books. You can spend several days
just browsing through the many
delights this city’s bookshops have
to offer.
A brilliant place to start is ‘The
Edinburgh Bookshop’ that was
named Scottish Independent
Bookshop of the Year 2018 and
UK Children’s Bookseller of the
Year 2014. Staffed by genuine
booklovers, this warm inviting
space offers a wide selection
of books and a comfy sofa to
lounge on while you read. It
hosts writer’s workshops and
storytelling sessions for kids and

ESSENTIALS

COUNTRY
Scotland
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LANGUAGES
English, Scottish
Gaelic and Scots
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also invites famous authors for
reading sessions. As the Guardian
newspaper once said, “This is the
kind of bookshop we’d all love to
have in our neighbourhood.”
If you like your science fiction with
a cuddly critter for company, then
head over to ‘Transreal Fiction’.
This lovely, eccentric space offers
an incredible variety of science
fiction, fantasy and speculative
fiction, curated passionately by
owner and science fiction lover
Mike Calder. Adorably, the shop
also stocks a wonderful selection
of stuffed toys from armadillos to
wombats, pandas to badgers. So
get your favourite science fiction
read and curl up with a cute barn
owl (with a rotating head).

CURRENCY
Pound Sterling

TEMPERATURE
(April-May)
14°C (max), 6°C (min)

off shore
SCOTLAND

Above: The Scottish Biographical and Portraiture Library has a vast collection of biographies of Scottish writers; Below: A statue of Scottish poet Robert Fergusson, a pioneer of
Scottish enlightenment

“PILED DEEP AND MASSY,
CLOSE AND HIGH / MINE OWN
ROMANTIC TOWN”
– Sir Walter Scott
Edinburgh’s long and passionate
love affair with books spills over
for the world to see during the
Edinburgh International Book
Festival, the largest literature
festival in the world. Between
August 10-18 this year, as every
August, over 800 writers from
across the world will come together
in a heaving programme of events
for an audience of thousands.

Edinburgh’s long and passionate love affair with
books spills over for the world to see during the
Edinburgh International Book Festival.
Vistara |
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Together with its counterparts,
the International Festival, the
Jazz Festival, the Fringe, the Art
Festival and the Film Festival,
it forms one of the biggest arts
festivals in the world where
the whole city comes out to
celebrate the magic of words.
True to its reputation as a city
that loves to chat, the Book
Festival features a series of high
profile debates and discussions
where writers exchange
thoughts and opinions with the
audience on some of the world’s
most pressing issues.
Amazing literary events, unique
book shops and cafes, brilliant
new writers and storytellers,
Edinburgh offers an entire world
throbbing with stories and ideas
that bring people together and
spark whole new chats.

travel trail
BOOKS & CITIES

Sixteen years before man landed on moon,
Tintin had already shown us what the moon
looked like. Jules Verne took us Around The
World In Eighty Days at a time when people
hardly ever left their homes. Books have been
our window to the world for centuries—long
before the television came, or films started
being made, or man could travel freely.
As we celebrate World Book Day this month,
we bring to you four such books and the cities
that serve as their central character.
words // Anubhuti Krishna

CITIES,
BOOKS &
STORIES

travel trail
BOOKS & CITIES

LUCKNOW: The Age of Kali
“The best of buildings in Lucknow—
those that date from the late 18th
century—are evidences of remarkable
silver age... The Imambara is a vast and
thoroughly monumental building: long
echoing arcades of cusped arches rise to
great gilded onion domes and rippling
lines of pepperpot semi domes...”
William Dalrymple, The Age of Kali.

HOW TO GET
THERE

Vistara has daily
non-stop flights
from Delhi along
with convenient
connections from
other cities.

For over two hundred years, Lucknow
has been the home to poets,
artists, musicians, gourmands and
connoisseurs. Once the richest kingdom
in Asia, Lucknow, it is said, had a skyline
that could compete with the most
celebrated cities in Europe. Replete with
spires and domes, arches and columns,
the palaces and gardens here would
remind one of Constantinople while
its wide avenues and lush parks would
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transport beholders to Paris. Today,
centuries later, Lucknow is a heady
mélange of old and new, chaos and
calm, speed and leisure—a combination
not many cities can boast of.

Nazakat, nafasat, tameez and tehzeeb,
the four pillars of Lucknow’s cultural
identity are reflected in everything.
Chikankari, the delicate art of lakhnavi
embroidery, showcases the city’s
exquisite craftsmanship; kebab, the
quintessential lakhnavi snack displays
its culinary prowess; crumbling facades
of the old city tell tales of Nawabi
splendour, and the friendly banter of
its people is an example of their large
heartedness. Lucknow, as Vinod Mehta,
says in his autobiography, The Lucknow
Boy, is a city where even going to shop is
an exercise in manners.

travel trail
BOOKS & CITIES

KOLKATA: Longing, Belonging
“The Victoria Memorial was built to
match the grandeur of the Taj Mahal....
Set against the vast emptiness of the
Maidan, the white marble structure—
complete with the Figure of Victory atop
its dome—is one of the most majestic
sights in Calcutta …” Bishwanath Ghosh,
Longing, Belonging.

HOW TO GET
THERE

Vistara has daily
non-stop flights
from Delhi, Chennai
and Port Blair, along
with convenient
connections from
other cities.

Home to the Victoria Memorial, Howrah
Bridge, Writers’ Building, Esplanade, and
Eden Gardens, a part of Kolkata’s charm
lies in its refusal to let go of the past; the
other is its fixation with all things culture.
The erstwhile capital of the British,
Kolkata wears its colonial charm like a
badge of honour. Yellow ambassador
taxis, hand-pulled rickshaws, rickety
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tramcars, and rusty ferries transport
you to an era gone by; crumbling British
era buildings display its rich past, and
denizens of Kolkata still look at their city
with nostalgia tinted glasses.
The city, however, is a bustling modern
megapolis too. Tall glass buildings
corral the large maidan; football clubs
rub shoulders with cricket stadiums,
medieval churches thrive alongside
modern malls. The nightlife is legendary
and its modern outlook infectious and
yet, culture remains the pivot around
which everything revolves. Music, theatre,
dance, literature, and sports thrive here;
festivals are a way of life, and the city is
best cherished slowly.

travel trail
BOOKS & CITIES

MUMBAI: Maximum City

HOW TO GET
THERE

Vistara has daily
non-stop flights
from Amritsar, Delhi
and Goa, along
with convenient
connections from
other cities.

“The Gateway of India, a
domed arch of yellow basalt
surrounded by four turrets,
was built in Bombay in 1927
to commemorate the arrival,
sixteen years earlier, of the
British king, George V; instead,
it marked his permanent
exit. In 1947, the British left
their Empire under this same
arch, the last of their troops
marching mournfully to the
last of their ships…” Suketu
Mehta, Maximum City.
Standing at the threshold of
the city, guarding its coast,
bustling with people and
throbbing with energy, the

Gateway of India is much
more than just a brick and
mortar structure—it is
Mumbai at a glance. The
city of dreams, the city that
never sleeps, the maximum
city—no city has as many
names as Mumbai does. It
is an edgy amalgamation
of cultures, communities,
religions, and practices and
its landmarks have been
etched in our memory by the
films we have watched and
books we have read. While
pani puri at Chowpatty,
evenings at Jehangir Art
Gallery, strolls at Nariman
Point are quintessential

Mumbai experiences, the city
is a lot more than the clichés
that surround it. A walk by
the Marine Drive brings you
face to face with the quaint
Art Deco buildings of the
early 19th century, strolling
in Colaba and Dadar shows
you the old world charm
of Parsi Anjumans, a drive
down the Fort showcases the
architectural heritage of a
city that was planned on the
lines of the map of London.
In that sense, as Suketu
Mehta says in Maximum
City, there are many
Bombays—you just have to
find yours.

The city of dreams, the city that never sleeps, the
maximum city—no city has as many names as Mumbai.
Vistara |
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travel trail
BOOKS & CITIES

VARANASI: Kaleidoscope City
“I will never forget my first sight
of the river in Varanasi, from the
narrowness and constriction of
the alleys, thronged with activity,
to the sudden release of the
waterfront, the labyrinth’s end...
It seems that all of life has its
assigned place on the stone steps
leading down to the Ganges.” Piers
Moore Ede, The Kaleidoscope City.
In Varanasi, you either start
your journey by getting lost
in the meandering lanes or by
finding yourself while sailing
in the tranquil waters of River
Ganga. Older than time, home of
Shiva, land of the Ganga, the city
connects with you at different
Vistara has daily
non-stop flights
from Delhi along
with convenient
HOW TO GET connections from
other cities.
THERE

levels—losing or finding yourself
being just two of them.
A bustling colourful city today,
Varanasi allures in fascinating
ways. What dominate the city,
however, are its ghats. Inhabited
by locals, frequented by
travellers, home to ascetics and
fortunetellers, these ghats are the
nerve centre of Varanasi. The best
way to experience them is in the
evening when the lamps are lit and
the shlokas are chanted. Watching
the evening aarti, enveloped in
the glow of lamps, bobbing atop a
boat in the middle of the Ganga is
a sensation one remembers for a
long time.

VISTARA QUIZ
Question 3: Name the book which opens with the line ‘All children, except one, grow up’.
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
Share your answers at inflightmag@airvistara.com. Two winners per question will be notified over e-mail.
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IN FOCUS

REFUSE TO RIDE ELEPHANTS
There were one million wild Asian elephants roaming India’s forests ten
decades ago. Today, a little over 22,000 are left. This means we’ve lost 98%
of India’s wild elephant population. At this rate of loss, there is a real threat
to elephants in the wild becoming extinct in India.

E

very elephant used for tourist
rides undergoes a cruel, painful
and brutal training process after
it is stolen and separated from
its mother at a very young age.
Baby elephants (calves) are poached
from the wild, torn away from their
mothers and herd, kept in isolation and
mercilessly beaten until they become
submissive, fearing the pain constantly
inflicted upon them. This cruel practice is
called phajaan, or ‘breaking of the spirit’.
After they are deemed ‘tame’ enough to
do what people tell them, these elephants
are sentenced to a lifetime of misery and
torture giving joyrides to tourists. Such
elephants are also used for begging on
the streets, performing unnatural tricks
in circuses or kept shackled in temples.
Tourists travelling to India often have
an elephant riding experience on their
bucket-list of must-have experiences. But
most of them are unaware of the harsh
reality behind how elephants are tamed
and the horrific abuse they endure.

Elephants used at tourist locations like
Jaipur’s Amer Fort (hathi gaon, etc) endure
daily beatings, untreated wounds and
innumerable other miseries. The wounds
and scars from spiked chains and beatings,
puss filled abscess, rotting footpads are
concealed and disguised cleverly by the
elephant owners with paints, oils and
cloth to fool innocent tourists. To combat
this cruel industry and educate people
about the truth, Wildlife SOS launched the
‘Refuse to Ride’ campaign to change public
perception about elephant abuse. You can

Rescued circus elephants under rehabilitation
at the Wildlife SOS Elephant Camp in Mathura
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help elephants by signing the petition on
www.refusetoride.org.
The Wildlife SOS Elephant Conservation
and Care Centre in Mathura is a living
example of compassionate and humane
management of elephants in India and
invites elephant lovers and volunteers to
come and learn about these gentle giants.
You can sponsor medical care and treatment of an
abused elephant at www.wildlifesos.org. 100% of
donations go towards rescue and rehabilitation of
elephants. Donations are exempt from Income Tax.

travel off beat
DIBRUGARH

Where Peace Prevails

Dibrugarh
Time stands still in this wondrous haven where the
landscape is lush, the river serene, the people lovable
and the experiences to enjoy, countless. For those
looking for a more off-beat gateway to India’s north
east, the laid-back charms of Dibrugarh beckon.

he sprawling
district of
Dibrugarh stretches
far on either side
of a shimmering river, fringed
by vast tea plantations, paddy
fields and a rich rainforest.
Cradled within this seemingly
boundless sea of green lies the
city of Dibrugarh. Like many
cities across the world that have
lived and flourished around a
river, Dibrugarh also owes its
fertility, greenery and prosperity
to the Brahmaputra River that
flows through its heart.

T

A SPIRITUAL SOJOURN

words // Sharmila Chand

About 7km from Dibrugarh,
lies the majestic 90ft
Jagannath Temple, a replica of
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The Namphake Buddhist Monastery in Dibrugarh

People here are
followers of Buddhism
and there is an old
Buddhist Monastery
which is also a popular
meditation centre.

Local

INSIGHTS

the original temple in Puri. The
architecturally exquisite structure,
with its intricately carved claybrown facade surrounded by lush
green tea plantations, displays an
interesting colour of contrast.
Amidst the warmth of lighting
lamps and whiff of burning
incense, the sacred internal
chamber stands surrounded
by walls on all sides, about
3m in height, with two gated
openings. The east-facing main

RIVER CRUISE TO GUWAHATI
Hop on a river cruise sailing
through the backwaters
connecting Dibrugarh and
Guwahati where you can
spend an idyllic afternoon
gently floating on water, while
enjoying delicious food. It’s
best to take binoculars along
to spot the many domestic and
migratory birds that nest in
the surrounding forests.
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gate, Singhadwara is flanked
by stone structures of two
magnificent lions.
Radha Krishna Mandir also known
as ‘Jalan Mandir’, is made of pure
white marble—an unspoiled drop
of pearly white surrounded by
green gardens. It is the serenity in
the atmosphere of the place that
relaxes one’s mind and soul. Do not
miss a visit to the Catholic Church,
which when viewed from the top

TEA TOUR
Dibrugarh is often called
the Tea City of India. In 2018,
tea from an estate here sold
at a whopping `39,000 per
kilogram at a tea auction.
Many plantations in Dibrugarh
are over 100 years old. Plan
a tea tour, interact with the
workers and gain special
insight into the ‘leaves’ that
help kickstart your day.

travel off beat
DIBRUGARH

appears to be constructed in the
shape of the cross.

ULTIMATE BLISS!
In the tranquil Dibrugarh, visit a
small village called ‘Namphake’,
home to many Tai Phakey families.
Take a walk, meet the locals, talk
to them and get to know their
heritage, culture and traditions.
Kids playing with elderly women,
chewing tamul (betel nut), is a
common sight. Offering pan tamul
is a ritual to welcome the visitors
in this treasure land of natural
beauty, enveloped so prettily
by the banks of the river Burhi
Dihing. People here are followers
of Buddhism and there is an old
Buddhist Monastery which is also
a popular meditation centre. A
selfie point next to the Ashokan
Pillar and the Buddhist Pagoda is
popular with visitors.

HOW TO GET
THERE
Vistara flies
daily from Delhi
to Dibrugarh via
Bagdogra.

FOREST MEDITATION

Image credit: Mandar Khadilkar

Dehing Patkai Wildlife Sanctuary
is a place known for its peaceful
aura. Stretching in a vast green
cover, it is home to a wide range of
flora and fauna and you can spot
macaque, elephants, leopards,
gaurs, black bears, mongoose and
deer. With the help of binoculars,
one can enjoy the sight of stork,
kingfisher, slender-billed vulture,
duck and more. Few hours in the
company of these lovely creatures
completes a peaceful sojourn in
Dibrugarh. The songs of birds,
the winds rustling through the
trees and the cool breeze on the
face make this a place of many
happy memories.
The Joypur Rainforest has more
than a hundred species of orchids,
tall Holong trees and other
varieties including Ajae, Segun,
Nahar, Bohot, and Sam. One can
walk for hours here, in complete
silence. Not a word.

Strings of orchids hanging from the trees at the Joypur Rainforest
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IN FOCUS

WOODS AT SASAN

A boutique luxury hotel that celebrates nature

A

boutique luxury resort nestled
on the fringes of the Gir forest,
the Woods At Sasan, is part
of an old mango orchard. The
resort is about 350 km from
the city of Ahmedabad and 60 km from the
scenic town of Diu. The 38-key property of
Woods At Sasan is a blend of contemporary
spaces that merge quietly into the
surrounding greenery. The properties
combine elegant wood interiors enhanced
by unpolished stone, terracotta artefacts,
traditional bead-work and hand-woven
macramé rugs—a pared down, yet warm
atmosphere visualised by an international
design team that worked with over thirty
local artisans.
The resort offers guests the option of
a great nature plus culture getaway.
Experiences At Sasan are curated events

that embrace the geography and culture of
Sasan Gir. These immersive experiences
created by the Woods team, such as Village
Experiences, Ethnic Lunches, Lost Recipes
to a Somnath Darshan or a Heritage Tour
of Junagadh, take guests on journeys
that enable them to truly understand the
region and its natural, cultural and culinary
heritage. Top-of-the-line cuisine, both
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international and regional are on offer at
the Terracotta and Swadesh restaurants
on the property. For travellers looking to
reconnect with the self and with nature, the
Som Spa founded on the ancient Indian
principles of holistic living, offers guests
a way to harmonise mind, body and spirit.
The Woods team organises personalised
wellness programmes with meditation and
balanced, nutritious meals. Each guest
receives individual attention to suit their
requirements. Woods At Sasan is a place
that makes one feel truly at home with a
well-balanced lifestyle, open air, and the
warmest of traditional Indian hospitality!

Woods At Sasan

Talala Road, Gir National Park,
M: + 918758100055
www.woodsatsasan.com

in transit
DID YOU KNOW?

April 23

is a symbolic
date for

world
literature

On this day and in the
same year of 1616,
William Shakespeare,
Miguel de Cervantes, and
Inca Garcilaso de la Vega
breathed their last. It is also
the date of birth or death
of other prominent poets
and authors such as William
Wordsworth, Rupert Brooke,
Maurice Druon, K Laxness,
Vladimir Nabokov, Josep Pla
and Manuel Mejía Vallejo.
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chronicles
LITERARY PARIS

The Richelieu Public National Library in Paris

Paris
For a literary fix

During the early 20th century, Paris
was a hotbed of social, intellectual,
and artistic experiments. American
and British expat writers were
being lured to the city in search of
a life, free of restraints. This ‘Lost
Generation’ settled in the St-Germain
des Près on the Left Bank and
produced some of the greatest works
of literature of the times.
words // Punita Malhotra

T

oday, the rich literary history
of the Rive Gauche lives on
through its bookstores and
publishing houses…the
torchbearers of a much-loved
tradition. The City of Lights continues to
thrive as a mecca for all breeds of writers,
from the amateur to the accomplished. A
pilgrimage destination for die-hard fans
of the written word.

PAYING HOMAGE TO THE
HUMBLE HOME
It’s a parallel Paris this side of the Seine…
artsy, bohemian and literary. Boulevard
St Germain and Boulevard St Michel run
like two main arteries through Le Quartier
Latin (Latin Quarter). Hausmann-styled
buildings create perfect harmony and
medieval alleys lead off in different
directions. There’s enough to tempt the
eye…pizzerias and pubs, crêperies and
cafes, classy home décor shops, uppercrest fashion boutiques, gourmet food
Vistara |
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Inside the house-turned-museum of French poet and novelist Victor Hugo

There’s an added bonus for avid bookworms…
exclusive boutique hotels where literary geniuses
from around the world, once stayed.
stores and trendy chains. But
back then in the monochrome
age, it was the unorthodox air of
the 5th and 6th Arrondissements
(Parisian administrative districts)
that attracted struggling expat
writers. There they sought solace
in humble dwellings and worked
out of cramped studios until fame
finally kissed their foreheads.
Luckily, many of these celebrity
addresses survive.
Uncurbed imagination will tell

ESSENTIALS

ardent Hemingway admirers why
the writer chose to make the Left
Bank his home and dedicated
his posthumously-published
memoir, A Moveable Feast to the
charismatic city. It’s not just him,
many more famous addresses
from the era litter the streets.
There’s Henry Miller (best known
for his loosely autobiographical
novel, Tropic of Cancer), JeanPaul Sartre (French novelist and
figurehead of Existentialism), and
Victor Hugo (synonymous with Les

COUNTRY

LANGUAGE

CURRENCY

France

French

Euro
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Misérables and The Hunchback of
Notre-Dame). Also a bandwagon
of local ladies who redefined
feminism…Colette (author of the
classic Chéri), novelist Aurore
Dupin (known better by her pen
name George Sand), American
food writer and TV host Julia Child
and existentialist philosopherwriter Simone de Beauvoir (of The
Second Sex fame). And they were
a tight-knit community. American
novelist-poet-playwright Gertrude
Stein, who coined the term ‘Lost

TEMPERATURE
(April-May)
15°C (max), 7°C (min)

SHOP ON L IN E
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chronicles
LITERARY PARIS

Upcoming
Events in
PARIS
Paris Art Fair
April 4 - 7
International Rare Book
and Autograph Fair
April 11-14
Taste of Paris Fair
May 9 - 12
Saint Germaine Jazz
Festival
May 16 - 27
Roland Garros French
Open
May 26 - June 9

Generation’, hosted regular
Saturday evening congregations
of writers and artists in the league
of Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse,
James Joyce, F. Scott Fitzgerald and
Ernest Hemingway.
There’s an added bonus for avid
bookworms…exclusive boutique
hotels where the literary geniuses
once stayed. Check-ins on offer
for those who care to make a
divine connection. Hôtel Le
Saint, where James Joyce finished
Ulysses. Hôtel Pont Royal, the
chosen haunt of F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Hotel Monte Cristo, inspired
by Alexandre Dumas, author of
Count of Monte Cristo. Pick of
the best? The opulently dressed,
peacock-wallpapered Oscar Wilde
suite of L’Hôtel, which displays a
framed copy of the Irish poet and
playwright’s last hotel bill.

SALUTING THE CAFE
INSTITUTION
It’s an effortless time travel to the
‘Années folles’ (crazy years) when
Parisian cafés were institutions.
Influentials would sit for hours,
engaged in profound discussions
on art, literature and politics. First
off, the city’s oldest café from
1686, Le Procope, which takes the
credit for introducing the French
cafe culture. Chocolate chaud is
a house special…a dedication to
the hundreds of chocolate-mixed
espressos that Voltaire used to
dunk down here everyday. Another
cafe to root for is the Les Deux
Magots, founded in 1875. This
favourite haunt of Hemingway
was where Picasso is said to have
invented Cubism. If one has the
capacity for a third coffee, it must
be at Café de Flore, where Albert
Camus, Pablo Picasso, James Joyce

Cafe de Flore, one of the oldest running cafes in Paris, used to be the glittering intellectual hub of the Parisian literary circle
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GAUTAM GAMBHIR
Indian Cricket Legend

SHANE WARNE
Australian Cricket Legend

SOURAV GANGULY
Indian Cricket Legend

JACQUES KALLIS
South African Cricketer

JATIN SAPRU
Star Sports TV Presenter

HAIR BY ADVANCED HAIR STUDIO, CONFIDENCE THAT RULES THE GAME.

MOHIT SHARMA
Indian Cricketer

THE NAME THAT RULES THE GAME

ADVANCED HAIR STUDIO
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LITERARY PARIS

You can fly
to Paris with
Vistara’s interline
partners Air
France, Finnair,
Lufthansa and
Turkish Airlines.

and philosopher couple Jean-Paul
Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir
were regular patrons.
Alfresco seating on the cobblestone
pavements is very appealing,
but so is a table in the bustling
interior, surrounded by rich wood
panelling, gilt-edged mirrors,
lavish chandeliers, marble
tabletops, dreamy oil paintings and
delicate china. It’s unreal to even
think that a century ago, coffee
was considered to be a beverage
for revolutionaries! Intense
debates have given way to relaxed
conversations, but locals still sip
evergreen favourites…‘café au lait’
(hot, strong filter coffee or a double
espresso, and half milk, often

frothed), ‘petit noir’ (espresso) or
‘café noir’ (black coffee). The aura of
the French cafe continues to be as
infectious today as it was back then.
Writers still show up, as do celebs
from all walks of life. It wouldn’t
be surprising to bump into Paulo
Coelho. “Can one desire too much
of a good thing?” asked Shakespeare
in Act 4 of his play As you like it. No
one would dare to disagree.

CELEBRATING BIBLIOPHILIA
The hangover of history continues
as one heads to the most famous
bookstore in the city. The original
bookshop of Shakespeare & Co.
closed in the 1940s and what one
sees now is the second avatar from

Picking up a copy of Hemingway’s Life in
Paris from one of the shelves can be a surreal
experience, knowing that the writer himself
used to borrow books from this rental library.

Shakespeare and Company has been featured in Hollywood films like Before Sunset, Midnight in Paris and Julie & Julia
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1951. The crooked lettering on the
signboard gives away the charming
surprise package that awaits inside.
Piled on bent shelves, stacked
casually on low tables, crammed
under staircase nooks and stuffed
into mismatched boxes, the book
collection seems to have expanded
far beyond the proportions that the
store had bargained for. Secondhand books stand shoulder-toshoulder with signed editions…
all loyal sentinels to the good old
glory days.
Many stories were born in this
English-language bookshop,
founded in 1919 by Sylvia Beach,
the patron saint of authors. What
was once a local haunt for writers
like Ezra Pound, Ernest Hemingway
and James Joyce, still houses 13
beds in its upper storey, where
40,000 struggling writers have slept
over the years, their eyes filled with
dreams of churning out bestsellers
of tomorrow. The mundane act of
picking up a copy of Hemingway’s
Life in Paris from one of the shelves
can be a surreal experience,
knowing that the writer himself
used to borrow books from its
rental library.
Nothing could be a more apt
sundowner to an enriching day in
the Latin Quarter than a stroll along
the iconic green-painted makeshift
bouquinistes (bookstalls) lining
the river banks. Hours fly past as
one indulges in a quintessentially
Parisian pastime…browsing for
antiquarian leather-bound books,
vintage postcards, colourful posters
and amateur paintings depicting
romantic scenes of the city. An
eternal F. Scott Fitzgerald quote
comes to mind…“That is part of
the beauty of all literature. You
discover that your longings are
universal longings, that you’re not
lonely and isolated from anyone.
You belong”.

Promotion

story frames
LIBRARIES

TEMPLES OF WISDOM

Empires might come and go but books are eternal. There are libraries
across the world, each more fascinating than the other, that store in them
many treasures and continue to foster a love of reading. As striking in
architecture as they are rich in content, we present to you our favourite
libraries that offer a silent sanctuary for those seeking a biblio-renaissance.
words & images // Sunny Madison
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Wiblingen Monastery
Library, Germany
Built during the early 18th century, the Wiblingen
Monastery is one of the finest examples of
baroque monastic architecture. With its ornate
winding gallery supported by multiple columns,
decorative statues and vivid ceiling frescoes, the
library inside the monastery is a repository of over
15,000 books ranging from theology to science.
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Starfield Library, Gangnam, South Korea
Located inside a mall, this gorgeous library is open to public.
The library stocks around 50,000 books and also offers docked
tablets with e-books to readers. It has an enviable collection of
Korean and English comic books and international teen-friendly
magazines, making it a huge hit with children and young adults
who like to hang out at the mall.
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Stuttgart City Library, Germany
Inspired by the architectural designwork of the ancient Pantheon
at Rome, this library has a massive central, multi-storied meeting
space, that draws in natural light through the roof bathing the
walls in white. This modern library, that looms large over the city’s
skyline, cost over 75 million Euros to build and also has audio and
e-books plus free WiFi.
Vistara |
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National Library of Brazil
After a massive earthquake
devastated Lisbon in 1755, books
from its damaged Royal Library
were shipped to Brazil in multiple
batches. Since then, the collection
at the National Library of Brazil has
grown so much that today it is one
of the largest libraries in the world,
with over 9 million items in its grand
treasury of books, manuscripts, maps
and photographs.

story frames
LIBRARIES
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Old Library at Trinity
College, Ireland
The hushed corridors of
this magnificent Old Library
building house many treasures
that tell the story of Irish
heritage. Of special mention is
the Book of Kells, an important
9th century gospel manuscript.
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Helsinki Central Library, Finland

Image credit: C Chiang

This futuristic library has been designed
keeping the 21st century reader in mind.
Opened in December 2018, it has around
1,00,000 physical books. The rest of its
shelves are filled with tablets with e-books
as well as 3-D printers, available for the
public to experiment with. The library uses
robots to sort its books and also provides
a massive open workspace with electrical
points and comfortable seating, where
students and professionals can sit and
work for long hours.
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Library of Birmingham, UK
Apart from hosting international archives, photographs and
rare books, this library is also an important cultural hub
because of its outdoor amphitheatres and performance
spaces. The majestic circular interior atrium is an
architectural delight and the two elevated garden terraces
add to the green cover in the city.
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IN FOCUS

Superior Features: Flexible &
durable body, scratch resistance,
low water absorption, frost proof,
resistance to wear & tear

Ideal Application: Residences,
Offices, Hotels, Malls, Airports

Elegant Finishes: Polished, Silk,
Matt, Satin Matt, Rocker & Rustic.
Large Format Size: 3X3 ft,
4X4 ft, 4X8 ft

GRESTEK MARBLEX
67 DESIGN, 3 LARGE FORMAT SIZES AND 5 FINISHES
Synonymous with original Italian marble,
Grestek MarbleX from Asian Granito India
Ltd aims to create a style that is artistic
yet natural. The large size and modern
look of MarbleX make them suitable for
residences, offices, hotels, malls, airports,

etc. Adding precious feel to any surface,
MarbleX is an ideal choice for interior and
exterior spaces. Thanks to its large format,
it is perfect for wall and floor solutions as
well as for facades. The large sizes reduce
the perception of the grout joints and give
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free rein to the creativity of architects and
interior designers, who can use MarbleX in
diverse applications.
MarbleX can also be transformed into a
unique, customised shape making it the
best option for interior decoration. It is
versatile, clean and has soft colours making
it possible to bring together different spaces
to create a new harmony.

Social Justice
ILO

India & ILO

100 years advancing social justice
Si vis pacem, cole justitiam. If you want peace, cultivate justice. These
words are inscribed in the document that lies beneath the foundation
stone of the International Labour Organization’s (ILO) first building in
Geneva, home of the Office between 1926 and 1974.
ased on the belief that
universal and lasting
peace can be achieved
only if it is rooted in
social justice, the ILO was created
in 1919 as part of the Treaty of
Versailles that ended the First
World War.

B

The War and its aftermath
highlighted the exploitative and
inhumane conditions under which
millions of people worked around
the world. It was understood that
such poor treatment imperils

peace and that poverty anywhere
constituted a danger to prosperity
everywhere. Indeed the ILO’s
founding documents explicitly
stated that labour was not a
commodity, a mere resource or
production component.
To carry out these high ideals,
the ILO began to set and monitor
internationally-agreed standards
of work through its Conventions
and Recommendations. These
standards are established through a
tripartite consultation mechanism

The Indian delegation representing government, workers and employers at the 1927 International Labour Conference
of the ILO, Geneva. ©ILO
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that engages representatives of
governments, employers and
workers as equals.
Interestingly, India, a British colony
at that time, became one of the
founding members of the ILO. It
was also a co-signatory of the Treaty
of Versailles. It became a permanent
member of the Governing Body
in 1922 as one of the ‘eight chief
countries of industrial importance’,
and the only non-independent
country to hold this status. The
ILO supported the formation of
both employers’ and workers’
organisations in India. The ILO
played a crucial role in India’s
struggle for independence, serving
as an important international
institution where views differing
from that of the British Government
could be voiced. Champions of
India’s freedom struggle such as
Bal Gangadhar Tilak, Lala Lajpat
Rai, V.V. Giri and Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru were connected to the ILO in
different capacities.
As World War II drew to an end
in 1944, the ‘Declaration of
Philadelphia’ was brought out
by the ILO. It spoke once again
of the dignity of labour, and that
“all human beings, irrespective of
race, creed, or sex, have the right
to pursue both their material wellbeing and spiritual development”.

Conventions, covering freedom
of association and collective
bargaining, forced labour, child
labour and discrimination at work.
The latter codified decent work as
the new approach to build social
cohesion and as a catalyst for
poverty reduction in all societies.
Decent work and employment were
at the centre of the 2008 Social
Justice Declaration.

Prime Minister Pt Nehru addresses the 1947 Asian Regional Conference held in New Delhi. ©ILO

In 1951, India signed a significant
technical assistance agreement with the
ILO, leading to a large programme that
covered a range of topics.
This was echoed in the Indian
Constitution, adopted in 1950.
Soon after India’s independence
two Asian Regional Conferences
were held in New Delhi, in 1947
and 1957. At the conferences,
the Indian Premier, Pt Jawaharlal
Nehru, called for not just a political
revolution, but also an economic
one, focusing on catering to the
needs of the working people.
In 1951, India signed a significant
technical assistance agreement
with the ILO, leading to a large
programme that covered a range
of topics including employment,
working conditions, occupational

safety, health and vocational
training. Much of India’s labour
legislation reflects the ideals
enshrined in ILO’s international
labour conventions.
With the end of the Cold War
and accelerated globalisation in
the 1990s, the ILO worked more
towards protecting the interests
of workers affected by the new
economic order. The ILO adopted
the Declaration of Fundamental
Rights at Work in 1998 and the
Decent Work Agenda in 1999. The
former committed all ILO Member
States to respect principles
and rights in four areas and to
ratify eight ILO Fundamental
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The global recession which began
the same year was a trigger for
a new social compact, with the
generation of decent jobs set at the
heart of public policy. At the 2009
ILO, the Indian delegation played
a significant role in the adoption
of the Global Jobs Pact – a set of
policies for an employment-centred
recovery from the crisis. ILO during
this time also addressed the issue
of rising informality in the world
of work and stressed on fairness
and social equity. Decent work and
inclusive growth are mentioned
among the ‘2030 Sustainable
Development Goals of the UN’.
It has been a long and fulfilling
journey of 100 years. Today, new
forces are shaping the world of
work. With so many changes
happening–technological
advancements, climate change
and environmental degradation,
demographic shifts, the expansion
of precarious work and the
emergence of new forms of work
in the digital economy–the laws,
rules, policies and institutions that
underpin our world of work need
to keep pace so that they support,
promote and protect decent work.
The ILO is at the frontline of this
change, working to make the future
of work more human-centred.
Be a part of ILO’s centenary voice.
Tell us your story using #ILO100.
And learn more by visiting: www.ilo.org/100

#TRENDS
Trending Decor
The Bluebeard hand
painted table lamp by
Fabuliv makes for a
handsome addition
to country-cottage
and tradition inspired
home decor. The
lamp boasts of a
conventional base and
has been hand painted
in exceptional pattern.

Luxury at its best
The new and limited edition of Da Milano,
Zenia Collection has been exclusively
designed by the Italian team for every
mood, day or night. The collection has
selective colour options with interesting
depiction, which adds a touch of luxury
and style to the user’s personality.

Priced at `3,999
Available at www.
fabuliv.com

Priced from `2,999 to `46,999
Available across all stores in India
and abroad
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forecast
TAROT

M O N T H LY F O R E C A S T

ARIES

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

Get rid of remains of the
past. Obstacles will go and
you will be able to grab the
opportunities coming to
you. Chance of expansion of
business on the cards. Health
will be fine.

The month starts on a good
note. Hope will lead to despair
but not for long. You will get into
property transactions. Travel is
on the cards. Time to get a little
spiritual. Stay away from negative
and depressing conversation.

You work really hard but
don’t get the wanted
results. Don’t worry, these
negative energies will clear
out in a week or so. Try to
maintain peace at home.
Health reads fine.

Things are getting better.
You need to bring a change
in your method of working.
Watch your words before you
speak. Health doesn’t read
too well.

Lucky colour: Fuchsia

Lucky colour: Dark Blue

Lucky colour: Orange

Lucky number: 4

Lucky number: 5

Lucky number: 7

Lucky colour: Rose Pink
Lucky number: 8

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

This month you will get the
desired result of your hard
work. Keep negative thoughts
out of your head. Stay
focussed and positive. Try to
help the people/animals in
distress.

You need to work hard, put in
more efforts. Results are around
the corner. Channelise your
positive energies. Finances will
be a little unstable this month
but the condition will improve
soon. Tensions will cause unrest.

There have been some
developments in the last few
days. Think before you make a
decision. A proposal will come
from out of the blue, accept it.
You need to meditate, as you are
getting irritable.

This is the time you have been
really waiting for. There will be a
celebration in the family. You will
be very busy for the next few days.
Be cautious of your jealous friends.
Watch out for blood pressure or
diabetes related problems.

Lucky colour: Grey

Lucky colour: Brick Red

Lucky colour: Plum

Lucky colour: Lime Green

Lucky number: 3

Lucky number: 2

Lucky number: 6

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

Your medical reports don’t
read too well, this is due to
negligence. Stop thinking
negatively; this is not good
for health. Take it easy. Don’t
attempt anything new this
month.

Recovering from an emotional loss
is must. Time is the best healer. You
will undergo some positive changes
in your career. There is a transfer
and promotion soon. Your seniors
will be happy with you. Give up bad
habits.

You have not been sleeping
well lately. Try changing your
sleeping position for a while.
You may get a good chance
to settle abroad. You will also
settle some financial issues.
Watch your health.

Certain pending issues will now
be resolved. Stay away from
unwanted arguments. There
could be an addition to the
family. Bring out the creativity in
you and pursue it. Watch your
health and weight.

Lucky colour: Olive Green

Lucky colour: White

Lucky colour: Chrome Yellow

Lucky Colour: Silver

Lucky number: 9

Lucky number: 1

Lucky number: 3

Lucky number: 1

Lucky number: 7

PISCES

POONAM SETHI is an internationally-acclaimed Tarot card reader, Reiki healer, colour therapist, Feng Shui practitioner, crystal healer, a specialist in
removal and balancing the negative energies and a rudraksha consultant. She can be contacted at poonamsethi27@hotmail.com
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Miracles of

NUMEROLOGY
SANDHIYA MEHHTA
Ace Numerologist, Vastu expert, Third eye healer & Reiki grandmaster.
Awarded as the ‘Pride of India’ by the ex chief minister of Delhi, Smt. Sheila Dixit.
Titled as ‘Indian Nostradamus’ for her precise political predictions, since 2001 for our prime ministers.

SPOTLIGHT
WHAT IS MY REMEDY?

My remedy is a tool I’ve devised through
intensive research over years to balance your
energies in your birth graph. By precisely
studying the effect of each energy, and its
powers we can enhance the missing energies
to help you get successful results. It's not an
overnight change, nothing is a miracle, but I
will guide you to work on your missing
energies. The universe is balanced, wherein
to gain something, one must lose something
too. In this case we will help you lose your
negativities, and help you stay positive,
strong and successful.

The only successful Numerologist to
have created self-htelp remedies for
your fortune and prosperity, growth
and sustainable success

INVEST IN
UNDERSTANDING
YOURSELF

In todays materialistic age, we try to grow
and achieve everything out of our reach,
and after failing blame the universe for not
allowing us a fair chance. We must try and
understand ourselves first, and numerology helps you to learn about the most
hidden aspect of your life. ‘I don't say
numerology will make you the richest
man, because being rich isn’t the biggest
achievement, but if you take my help, I
shall help you be a better person.’
Take time out to study yourself, and
numerology can be a tool to help you in
this.
Book your consultation for yourself, or
your family, children’s education, marriage
or your career & business ventures
SANDHIYA MEHHTA / YELLOW SOUL
H/0 Mumbai :+91 9769071673 /
+91 9819921673
Delhi: +91-9654483695

Numerology is the most accurate predictive science and
has evolved over the ages as a guidance tool for the
people. Above giving just in depth knowledge, it
empowers to plan, sketch your future and grow as a
person. Sandhiya Mehhta, with her unmatched
knowledge and expertise, with her wisdom and
applications has excelled in the world of numerological
sciences with researches and positive results and is a
world wide brand. She has been awarded ‘The Nari
Ratna award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award,
Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila Shiromani award, 4p
Brand recognitions, The Global Indian Leaders
excellence award, Savvy woman honours 2016 from
the hands of Iconic bollywood hero Dharmendra and
many more such accolades internationally.
Numerology analyses your past,
present and future.
Every individual is unique and has their own balance of
positive and negative energies, which Sandhiya Mehhta
helps them study, by a detailed consultation. “To a
person who seeks success, my system will bring
success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who
are already successful it will bring sustainability,
positive reinforcements, further success and
introduce to a new and higher perspective and
lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
I am someone who has evolved with every step of my
life and have just tried to be better at what I love. I don't
just predict your future, I communicate, consult and
help you empower your energies.
My exclusive research and study of missing numbers in
your birth graph helps me to determine your strong
energies, and to uplift the missing energies to suit to
your dreams and ambitions. With my unique scientific
methods, I strengthen these missing energies in your
graph. Its like providing nutrition to a body, by way of
simple remedies and self improvement tools that I have
developed by myself.
Rahu and Shani :
The curious case of 4 & 8
With nearly 70% people somehow connected to 4 or 8,
one wonders why is there so much hardship in the
world. There will be disappointments, delays, hardships,
slow growth, but these numbers are powerful friends if
you wish to have them in your team. If channelised, their
energies can be used effectively to push you in the right
direction, and at least not to make you worry about
their mythical nature of negativity. I will, understand
your difficulties and suggest you measures, we will
empower your life and, learn through 4 & 8 and reap
more fruits of your hard work than you would have
previously did.

1, 9, 5, 3 : The positive side
Individually every number has its massive
merits but if it doesn’t get the support of your
fadic/destiny number it can’t do much for
you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers
and should get magnanimous success as per
individual calculations, but if you are still
struggling and have faced certain problems
you should try and understand your state of
energies and detangle the web, to create a
free path for your future.
“A bright star has its own energy, but
lighting a lamp in the dark is much more
meaningful.” We all are a mix of many
numbers, their combinations play us
differently and affects us differently. We have
to empower these combinations in our
fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary,
which makes us exemplary individuals,
helping not just themselves but also their
families, society, someone in need who looks
upto you.
My Numerology for the success
road ahead
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is
nothing more powerful than to understand
yourself, your potentials, what holds you
back, what drives you forward.” I provide
you this knowledge about yourself, though
numerology. Knowledge about finances,
career, turnaround years, lucky dates, months,
years, things that help you have a strong
backup plan for everything in life. “No
mantra, fasting, name changes singularly
guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you
who has to foresee the future, and I help you
to do so.” If you believe in yourself and the
universe, let me just show you a direction, you
yourself will lead on the right path and
achieve the results within no time. I have
received tremendous positive feedbacks to
have faith in the universe myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of
work and use it to help people, guide them
and provide them with some efficient ways to
be happy, peaceful, ever-glorious and a good
part of our society. I continue to achieve
results with all my clients."-Sandhiya Mehhta.

Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in
@SandhiyaMehta
Sandhiya.Mehhta

we care
EDUCATION

Towards
Systemic
Change
Akshara Foundation was
founded on the belief that
quality education is the
undeniable right of every child
and that children should not
be deprived of it just because
they do not have access to
resources that can help them
realise their dreams.
words // Lakshmi Mohan

we care
EDUCATION

aghu Malappa Maghi
could not remember
a time when learning
had come easily. Yet,
there he was, a champion, at a
Gram Panchayat Mathematics
contest catalysed by Akshara
Foundation—a class 4 student at a
government school in Chikkakoliga
village in Karnataka. The moment
was triumphant and the prize in
his hand priceless. Till the other
day, he confronted severe learning
difficulties. His parents, lowincome agricultural labourers, were
desperate for hope so they pulled
him out of his private school and
put him into their village school as
a last-ditch attempt. His teachers
set to work on Raghu. They
helped him improve his English
language skills, then took Akshara
Foundation’s Ganitha Kalika
Andolana (GKA) Mathematics kit
with over 20 teaching learning
materials (TLMs) and broadened
his understanding of numbers.
Its play-and-learn method and
the activities enabled a deeper
understanding of concepts, and
though he soon became fluent in
English, today Mathematics is his
shining skill set.

R

state governments implement
under their oversight in 12,065
government primary schools in
12 districts in Karnataka; 4,200
schools in two districts in Odisha;
and 2,000 model schools in 13
districts in Andhra Pradesh. In
Karnataka, it targets IV and V
standards, while in the other
states, GKA is implemented from
classes I to V.
Every programme that Akshara
designs is based on heavy
research and in this case, the
data for Mathematics reflects
the dismal learning levels in
government schools. The Annual
Status of Education Report
(ASER), in its 2016 survey,

said that 20.2% of standard III
children in government schools
could do simple subtraction
and that 21.1% of standard V
children could do simple division.
Akshara factored this into GKA’s
design formula.
GKA acts as support and
supplement in the classroom to
promote Mathematical literacy. It
creates a space for Mathematics
in class beyond the textbook
and blackboard, clears the ‘fear
of failure’ that children labour
under, and introduces fun-filled,
activity-oriented changes to
the way maths is taught. The
learning material is durable,
child-friendly and meshes well

Language and numerical literacy are
cornerstones of Akshara’s work and scalability,
sustainability, replicability and collaboration
with the government are its strengths.

EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
In the 19 years that Akshara has
been working in education, its
programmes have brought about
many such transformations across
the landscape of Karnataka.
Almost a million children have
been impacted. ‘Every Child in
School and Learning Well’ is its
mission, which it implements in
partnership with the government.
Language and numerical literacy
are cornerstones of Akshara’s work
and scalability, sustainability,
replicability and collaboration with
the government are strengths.

GANITHA KALIKA ANDOLANA
GKA is a flagship initiative that
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Gram Panchayats, some in remote
hinterlands, who have conducted
Mathematics contests in which
over 3,00,000 children have
participated.

TIMELINE
2004

Akshara uses innovative visual aids to explain Mathematical
concepts to students

‘School Library
Programme’ initiated
to make every student
in government primary
schools the member of a
library

A MODEL THAT WORKS

‘Remedial Reading
Programme’ started in 2006
Bengaluru to improve
English literacy

2007

‘Remedial Math
Programme’ started in
Bengaluru to improve
Math skills

‘Akshara Ganitha
Programme’ to make
Math more fun rolled out 2010
in Bengaluru’s primary
government schools

2011

‘Swalpa English Thumba
Fan initiative’ launched to
improve spoken English
competency among
primary school students

‘Ganitha Kalika Andolana’
launched in collaboration
with Karnataka government
2014
to expand the Math
programme to all primary
school students over the
next few years

Government of Karnataka
rolled out GKA in 2015-16 on
an experimental footing in six
districts. Akshara supplied the
kits and trained teachers and
education officials in GKA’s
methodology. Phase 2 was a
gradual expansion into a few more
districts. Owing to the success
of the initial two phases, the
government has now announced
Phase 3 of the initiative. In 2019-20,
GKA will reach all of Karnataka,
covering approximately 31,000
government primary schools and
7,00,000 children.

with the Mathematical goals of the
National Curriculum Framework
(NCF) 2005, and the class syllabus.

EXPANSION PLANS
The spin-offs to stakeholders
from three years of GKA activity
in Karnataka are many. Over
17,000 teachers now teach
Mathematics using activity-based
methods. GKA teams have made
more than 2,00,000 household
visits to make parents aware of
their children’s learning levels.
The most significant impact is
that GKA has brought into the
schooling ecosystem the support
and enthusiasm of most local
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It can be said that Mathematical
literacy is truly underway and that
GKA has become a self-driving
movement, with active support
from the Akshara Foundation.
There’s a school in
Chamarajanagar, a remote area
in Karnataka. The last part of the
way is a trek of 7km through partly
forested land with, on occasion,
an elephant or two around. The
school has one teacher and many
students. Says Ashok Kamath,
Chairman, Akshara Foundation,
“Take this teacher. We’re making
her life easier in class with GKA,
with training and assessments.
We’ve given some powerful tools
to teachers and children. We
train and build a large amount
of capacity inside the system.
When it all aggregates, we have
a powerful story to tell. GKA has
been an incredible journey and
it will continue. For me, this
programme would be successful
when Akshara has no presence
in the field, but GKA is still
running.”
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Vistara became the first domestic airline in India to provide sanitary pads onboard to its women travellers

We Care

“Consistently amazing customer service doesn’t happen by accident.
- Shep Hyken
It happens on purpose!”

S

ince its inception
back in January 2015,
Vistara has become a
reflection of the vision
of its globally respected
parent companies, Tata Group and
Singapore Airlines. Our aim has
been to constantly challenge the
status quo and redefine air travel,
which has, time and again, given us
the opportunity to create a unique
space in the heart of our customers
as well as the domestic market in a
short span of four years.
We, at Vistara, have always
believed that there is a lot more
to customer service than just
handling queries and addressing
issues, but we also need to
empathise with our customers

and improvise along the way in an
intuitively thoughtful manner to
enhance their flying experience.
Which is why, with a view to
maintaining service excellence,
highest standards of hospitality
and customer centricity, Vistara
launched yet another thoughtful
initiative, PadsOnBoard whereby
it started providing sanitary pads
onboard all its flights to women
travellers upon request. This
pioneering service comes at a time
when the conversation around
menstruation has taken centre
stage in the Indian society and,
notable celebrities and public
figures aren’t shying away from
talking about health-related
issues associated with it. At the
same time, none of the domestic
Vistara |
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airlines were providing this basic
amenity to its women customers
onboard, which was a matter of
concern. Taking a proactive step
to address this concern, Vistara
became the first domestic airline
in India to provide this essential
service. Additionally, in line with
its CSR approach of ensuring
sustainability, these are ISO
9001:2015 certified, biodegradable
and organic sanitary pads made
from plant-based fibres that are
free of plastic, toxins and perfume.
As part of our ‘Vistara For Women’
programme, this was a small, but
significant step towards providing
comfort and ensuring stress-free
travel for our women travellers.
Since inception, Vistara has

Clockwise: Celebrating
Holi onboard with a festive
special inflight meal; Vistara
honoured with the Golden
Peacock Award 2019 in the
Innovative Product/Service
category; Vistara was
adjudged ‘Best Airline—
India’ by Pacific Area
Travel Writers Association
(PATWA) at ITB Berlin

Adding new destinations and
enhancing connectivity for our
customers will remain a key
focus this year.

witnessed an impressive growth
in the number of passengers from
about 3 million customers in
the first two years of operations,
which has now crossed over 14
million in March 2019. This figure
not just indicates the popularity
of the brand amongst travellers
but also is a recognition of the
superlative services provided by
the airline. Continuing to win
over millions of travellers, Vistara
has been adjudged ‘Best Airline
– India’ by Pacific Area Travel
Writers Association (PATWA) at
ITB Berlin. Adding to the bevy of
awards that the airline has been
bestowed with so far, RADA,
Vistara’s robot designed to assist
customers at the airport, was
awarded the Golden Peacock
Award 2019 in the Innovative
Product/Service category during
an awards ceremony held in Dubai
last month.
While we continue to set new
standards in the industry with
our innovative products and
services, adding new destinations
to our network and enhancing
connectivity for our customers
will remain a key focus this year.
As part of our expansion plans,
India’s ‘tea city’ of Dibrugarh and
Chhattisgarh’s capital of Raipur
have recently been added to
our domestic network. The new
flights to these destinations would
provide customers convenient
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connections to Delhi, Mumbai and
other cities in our route network.
Vistara also enhanced frequencies
of its flights to some other
cities such as Jammu, Srinagar,
Chandigarh, Bhubaneswar
and Kolkata.
Last month, when the entire
nation celebrated the festival of
colours, we also added a little
cheer onboard. Our inflight meal
service reflected the festive season
as well. Regional delicacies like
chandrakala and gujia (flour based
desserts stuffed with dry fruits)
along with thandai (a refreshing
festive drink) brought big smiles
to customers, the most satisfying
feeling for us at Vistara.
We are currently in the midst
of Tata Volunteering Week
which commenced last month.
Every year, a diverse range of
volunteering initiatives brings
together employees from across
Tata group companies to make a
meaningful contribution to society.
At Vistara, our employees across
the network collaborate with NGOs
and volunteer their time with a
hope to bring about a difference in
the lives of the underprivileged.
Your trust has given us the strength
and courage to take big leaps
forward. Thank you for choosing
Vistara, and we hope to continue to
‘Fly Higher’ with you all!
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Glimpses

from our recent
retro flights
Vistara’s iconic VT-ATV celebrates the
golden age of flying with special retro
flights and crew in retro uniform.
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From soft rock to bluesy jazz tunes, explore the April playlist played during boarding and
landing on our A320 Neos. You can also listen to the complete playlist on Vistara World.

V I S TA R A’ S A P R I L P L AY L I S T

VISTARA EXPERIENCE

Oxygène’, Pt. 4
Jean-Michel Jarre
A French synthesier player,
Jean-Michel Jarre abandoned
his musical studies in 1967 to
experiment with synthesisers.
‘Oxygène’ was one of his most
popular singles that made
it to the Top 10 in the UK
Singles chart.

It’s What We Do
Pink Floyd
This song appears in the band’s
15th and last studio album ‘The
Endless River’ that released in
November 2014. Following ‘The
Division Bell’ (1994), it is the
third Pink Floyd album recorded
under the leadership of guitarist
David Gilmour.

Fly Like An Eagle
Steve Miller
The Steve Miller Band is often
considered a jam band. ‘Fly
Like An Eagle’ has an unusually
mellow and dreamy feel that
topped the charts!

Ain’t No Sunshine
Bill Withers
Bill Withers’ first hit single, this
iconic love song consists of only
acoustic instruments. Withers
was 31 years old and working
at a factory when he wrote
the song. It was a massive hit
that ranked at Number 23 by
Billboard for the year 1971.

Homeward Bound
Simon & Garfunkel
Written by Paul Simon in 1965
on a scrap of paper while
waiting for his train at the
Widnes railway station, this song
peaked at Number 5 on the
Billboard Hot 100. The duo also
performed the song during the
legendary 1981 reunion, The
Concert in Central Park.
Just A Song Before I Go
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
Graham Nash wrote this song
on a bet while leaving from
Hawaii where the band was
touring. They were on the way
to the airport when someone
challenged him saying “You’ve
got half an hour, why don’t you
just write a song before you go?”
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I Want to Know What Love Is
Foreigner
This power ballad was penned
by Foreigner guitarist Mick Jones
at three in the morning. Jones
believed that the song came
to him from ‘a higher force’
that was an expression of his
emotional private life.

Summer Wine (feat. Bono)
The Corrs
‘Summer Wine’ was written by
Lee Hazlewood and originally
sung by Suzi Jane Hokom and
Lee Hazlewood in 1966. This
legendary song has been covered
by various artists over the years,
The Corrs being one of them.
When You’re In Love With a
Beautiful Woman
Dr. Hook
This song was written by country
music songwriter Even Stevens
and became an international hit,
topping charts in the US and UK.
Rain
José Feliciano
José Feliciano is a Puerto Rican
musician, singer and composer
known for his fusion of styles:
Latin, jazz, blues, soul and even
rock, created primarily with
his unique, signature acoustic
guitar sound. ‘Rain’ was one of
his greatest hits from the album
‘Alive Alive O!’ that released
in 1969.
Grease
Frankie Valli
This song was written and
produced by Barry Gibb of The
Bee Gees as the title track of the
1978 blockbuster movie Grease.
This song, with an instantly
recognisable intro, perfectly
encapsulates the theme of the
movie: individuality.

Teach Your Children
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young
The lyrics of this song written
by Graham Nash deal with the
difficult relationship he had with
his father, who spent time in
prison. This song first appeared
on the album ‘Déjà Vu’ which
released in 1970.
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For Whom The Bell Tolls
Bee Gees
One of the strongest ballads of
their career, this song peaked at
Number 4 in the UK charts and
saw top 10 placings in various
other European territories. This
song has an addictive hook, a
powerful title, emotional lyrics
and melodious harmonies.

If I Can’t Have You
Yvonne Elliman
Originally written by the Bee
Gees, this song was Elliman’s
biggest hit. It is a great example
of lyrical dissonance as the
upbeat melody is accompanied
by lyrics of loneliness
and despair.

How Deep Is Your Love
Bee Gees
This pop ballad was written and
recorded by the Bee Gees in
1977. A massive hit, this song
won the 1977 Grammy Award
for ‘Best Pop Performance By A
Group’. It also ranked Number
375 on Rolling Stone’s list of the
500 Greatest Songs of All Time.
These Are the Days of Our
Lives
Queen
Although this song was credited
to the whole band, it was largely
written by Queen’s drummer
Roger Taylor. This song was
released as a single in the US
on Freddie Mercury’s 45th
birthday and the video for the
same was Mercury’s last filmed
performance.
Shine On You Crazy Diamond
Pink Floyd
One of the most iconic songs of
the band, this ballad is a tribute
to Syd Barrett, which can also
be seen from the name of the
song - Shine On You Crazy
Diamond. An original member of

Pink Floyd, the lyrics of the song
are a tribute to the big influence
that Barrett had on the music
they played. Barret’s legacy as a
great innovator in music lives on
through this song.

on this song which features in
the band’s second studio album
‘Double Vision’ that released in
1978. This album was the last
recording with bass guitarist Ed
Gagliardi.

What A Wonderful World
Louis Armstrong
Louis Armstrong was able to nail
the sentiment of this popular
song perfectly when he recorded
it in August 1967. Written by
George Weiss, the song was
inspired by Armstrong’s ability
to bring people of different
races together.
Breathe
Pink Floyd
Breathe features on Floyd’s
1973 album ‘The Dark Side of
the Moon’. This song is about
an older man talking to a child,
telling him to not get caught in
the monotony of working life
and always do what inspires us.

Any Colour You Like
Pink Floyd
According to The Pink Floyd
Encyclopedia, the title of this
song is from a catchphrase
used by former Pink Floyd road
manager Chris Adamson. The
song has advanced effects for
the time, both in the keyboard
and guitar.
Somebody’s Baby
Jackson Browne
This song was written by
Jackson Browne and Danny
Kortchmar, and recorded by
Browne for the 1982 ‘Fast
Times at Ridgemont High’ movie
soundtrack. The movie was a
huge hit and helped drive the
success of this song.

Welcome Home
Osibisa
Osibisa is an Afrobeat band,
founded in London in 1969.
Their unique sound is a fusion
of African, Caribbean, jazz, funk,
rock, Latin, and R&B.
I Have Waited So Long
Foreigner
Mick Jones takes the lead vocals
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Black Magic Woman [Gypsy
Queen]
Santana
A classic hit for Santana, this
song is actually a cover of
the 1968 Fleetwood Mac
song. Peter Green, who was a
founding member of Fleetwood
Mac, wrote the lyrics. This
song is a wonderful mix of
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jazz, Hungarian folk and Latin
rhythms.
Take Five
Dave Brubeck
Composed by Paul Desmond
and originally recorded by the
Dave Brubeck Quartet for
their 1959 album ‘Time Out’,
this song became a huge hit
and the biggest-selling jazz
single ever!
Where Do You Go To My
Lovely
Peter Sarstedt
With a faux European waltz
tune, this song is about a
fictional young girl born in
poverty in Naples, Italy, who
grows up to become a member
of the jet-set and later goes
on to live in Paris. It was a
Number 1 hit in the UK Singles
Chart for four weeks in 1969.
Do It Again
Steely Dan
‘Do It Again’ is a song
composed by Walter Becker
and Donald Fagen, performed
by American rock group Steely
Dan. This was a breakout
hit from their first album
that featured an unusual
sound using various unique
instruments.
Another Brick In The Wall,
Pt 2
Pink Floyd
Roger Waters wrote this
song about his views on
formal education, which was
inspired by his time at the
Cambridgeshire School for
Boys. ‘The wall’ refers to the
wall that Waters built around
himself because he wasn’t
happy with reality. He refers
to his school teachers as being
another brick in the wall.
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I N F L I G H T E N T E R TA I N M E N T
MOVIES
INTERNATIONAL TV SHOWS

BOLLYWOOD

SPORTS, DRAMA
Chak De! India
Soorma
M.S. Dhoni: The Untold Story
ROMANCE, DRAMA
Jab We Met
Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge
Yeh Jawaani Hai Deewani
Dil To Pagal Hai
ACTION, THRILLER
Naam Shabana
Ek Tha Tiger
COMEDY, DRAMA
Badhaai Ho
Karwaan
ACTION, COMEDY
Judwaa 2

THRILLER
Raazi
Mardaani
Pink
Kahaani
Ittefaq

COMEDY
Modern Family
How I Met Your
Mother
Friends
The Big Bang Theory
New Girl

The David Rubenstein Show

DRAMA
Person of Interest
The Resident
Bones

ENTERTAINMENT AND
LIFESTYLE
Science of Stupid
Supercar Megabuild
Sting: Live At The Olympia
Paris
How Dogs Got Their Shape

BUSINESS
Game Changers

KIDS
Dorothy And The Wizard
of Oz
Top Cat
Tom & Jerry Kids Show

Comedy Carnival

COMEDY
Hera Pheri
Andaz Apna Apna
Singh Is Kinng
ROMANCE, COMEDY
Band Baaja Baaraat
Chashme Buddoor
Qarib Qarib Singlle

BOLLYWOOD

HOLLYWOOD

DRAMA
Swades: We, the People

HOLLYWOOD

HERA
PHERI

DRAMA
The Shape of Water
The Devil Wears Prada
Joy
Life of Pi

BAND BAAJA
BAARAAT

SINGH IS
KINNG

CHEAPER BY
THE DOZEN

DRAMA/ MUSICAL
The Greatest Showman
COMEDY
Cheaper by the Dozen
Diary of a Wimpy Kid

CHASHME
BUDDOOR

ACTION/ ADVENTURE
Justice League

TV SHOWS

DIARY OF A
WIMPY KID

ANDAZ APNA
APNA

INDIAN TV SHOWS
COMEDY
Zabaan Sambhalke
The Kapil Sharma
Show
Office Office
Khichdi
Sarabhai V/S Sarabhai
Yeh Jo Hai Zindagi
DRAMA
Savdhaan India
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Malgudi Days
Love Shots
Stories By
Rabindranath Tagore
CID
Malgudi Days
ENTERTAINMENT
AND LIFESTYLE
Koffee With Karan
Rocky & Mayur’s Food
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Xpress
Tyohaar Ki Thali
Hello Bollywood
Breakfast with
Champions
Film Companion
India Today India
Tomorrow

What I Eat In a Day
What’s In My Bag
On All Her Firsts &
Favourites

DIGITAL SERIES
Filtercopy

KIDS
Chhota Bheem

BUSINESS
The Mutual Fund
Show E: Demystifying
MF Jargons

AUDIO
Indian Music

English Music

International
Pop
Genre

Indian
Music

Album Name

Artist

MasterWorks - Javed Akhtar

Various Artists

Master Works - Asha Bhosle

Asha Bhosle

Cafe Classics, Vol. 1

Various Artists

MasterWorks - Lata Mangeshkar

Lata Mangeshkar

Masterworks From the NCPA
Archives: Balamuralikrishna
(Remastered)

Dr. M. Balamuralikrishna

Peerless

Ali Akbar Khan

Double Mandolin

U. Srinivas

Rhythmic Impressions of Zakir
Hussain

Zakir Hussain

Your’s Truly Arijit

Arijit Singh

Masterworks From the NCPA
Archives

Pt. Kumar Gandharva

The Definitive Collection

A. R. Rahman

Masterworks From the NCPA
Archives: Ustad Bismillah Khan

Ustad Bismillah Khan

Dear Zindagi

Amit Trivedi & Ilaiyaraaja

Bollywood With Love - 90s

Various Artists

Bollywood Retro Fresh - 80s Hits

Various Artists

Bollywood Fresh-70s Served
Chilled

Various Artists

Greatest Carnatic Legends

Various Artists

Making Music

Zakir Hussain

Master Blaster - Mohammed Rafi

Mohammed Rafi

Best of Shaan

Shaan

75th Anniversary Collection

R.D. Burman

Magical Moments

Jagjit Singh

Land of Gold

Anoushka Shankar

Master Blaster - Kishore Kumar

Kishore Kumar

Vision Of Peace - The Art of Ravi
Shankar

Ravi Shankar

EDM

Led Zeppelin IV (Remastered)
L.A. Woman
Both Sides of the Sky
WALLS
The Stranger
Ten
Toys in the Attic
(What’s the Story) Morning Glory?
Born In the U.S.A.
The Dark Side of the Moon
Sheer Heart Attack
The Very Best of Sting and the Police
Sultans of Swing - The Very Best of
Dire Straits
U218 Singles
Greatest Hits
Hell Freezes Over
The Queen of Soul
H.E.R.
Suncity

Rock

R&B

Starboy
Whitney
Number Ones
Giant Steps
The Questions
Culcha Vulcha
Louis - The Best of Louis Armstrong
King of the Electric Blues
Blue & Lonesome King
His Best: The Electric B.B. King
I Still Do

Jazz

Blues

English Music
Genre

International
Pop

Album Name
÷ (Deluxe)
24K Magic
Random Access Memories
Icarus Falls
Meaning of Life
Camila
This Is Acting (Deluxe Version)
Elvis Presley
Dangerously in Love
Thriller

Artist
Ed Sheeran
Bruno Mars
Daft Punk
Zayn
Kelly Clarkson
Camila Cabello
Sia
Elvis Presley
Beyoncé
Michael Jackson
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Dangerous Woman (Deluxe)
1989
Lust for Life
Alive & Rockin’ (Live)
Nervous System
Melodrama
Views
ANTI (Deluxe)
Purpose
ABBA Gold
The Record - Their Greatest Hits
Kids in Love
Sick Boy
TRUE
Greatest Hits

Ariana Grande
Taylor Swift
Lana Del Rey
Foreigner
Julia Michaels
Lorde
Drake
Rihanna
Justin Bieber
ABBA
Bee Gees
Kygo
The Chainsmokers
Avicii
Red Hot Chili
Peppers
Led Zeppelin
The Doors
Jimi Hendrix
Kings of Leon
Billy Joel
Pearl Jam
Aerosmith
Oasis
Bruce Springsteen
Pink Floyd
Queen
Sting & The Police
Dire Straits
U2
Guns N’ Roses
Eagles
Aretha Franklin
H.E.R.
Khalid
The Weeknd
Whitney Houston
Stevie Wonder
John Coltrane
Kurt Elling
Snarky Puppy
Louis Armstrong
Muddy Waters
The Rolling Stones
B.B. King
Eric Clapton

Indian and International Compilations

99

Album Name

Artist

Coldplay Essentials

Coldplay

Vistara’s April Playlist

Various Artists

Grammy Nominees 2019
Powerful Female Vocalists
Songs of Love

Various Artists
Various Artists
Various Artists

The Legacy of Queen
The Great Indian Pop

Queen
Various Artists
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To view the selections for the month of April, please refer to page 98
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